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Crochet Hugs 

Row 1: join in any hole other than a corner. Ch 1. Do one sc 
in the hole to the right of the starting hole. Next do one 
single crochet in the hole to the left of the starting hole. Now 
do one sc in the starting hole. 

* Going left, skip over the next hole and do one sc. Going 
right, do one single crochet in the closest hole. 

Repeat to corner hole. Do up to 2 extra sc in corner hole, 
adjusting as needed to make the turn without stretching the 
yarn too far.  

Continue from * around the blanket. Join and finish off. 

Additional rows can be added as desired.  

Notes: 
Every hole should have been used twice, causing an X 
pattern to appear. 
You may need to make your stitches a bit looser than 
normal when going to the left or add a chain.  
This works great as a single row using two strands of 
complementary colors of baby or sport weight yarn.  

Example of which hole to use: 
  9         8         7       6         5        4         3         2        1  
hole    hole    hole   hole    hole   hole    hole    hole    hole 
join in hole 2 and chain 1, one sc in hole 1, one sc in hole 3  
next - one sc in hole 2, one sc in hole 4  
next - one sc in hole 3, one sc in hole 5  
next - one sc in hole 4, one sc in hole 6  
next - one sc in hole 5, one sc in hole 7 
You will be going back one then forward two. 


